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On the heels of solving the mystery of the Ship of Spirits, the galleon runs aground and you end up thrown ashore on a
mysterious island\u2026 that just happens to be the same island the Spaniards stole from. And now you are going to have to
return the artifacts\u2026 before the spirit of the volcano unleashes its rage\u2026

HO scenes are fun, plot interesting, and the minigames are decent. Do suggest getting in the bundle as it is part of a continuous
storyline\u2026 and there are a couple threads still left hanging\u2026. Instead of earning your decks while in game you can buy
them at a small price. With this downloadable content you can unlock this deck and use it at your discretion forever. This is a
great thing to do but you might be wasting your money if you already know that you can unlock the deck already in game while
just playing. This purchase just makes customizing decks easier and more convenient since you'll be unlocking the deck right
away. I do suggest buying this little shortcut if you are too lazy to earn it while in game or think you can't earn it while in game.
If you plan to play online then its a great idea to buy this downloadable content to make sure your not at a disadvantage while
playing your opponents. To unlock decks in game you have to beat certain players in the campaign which at times can be a
challenge but very rewarding since you unlock decks. This DLC deck unlock is there if you need it and if you know you don't
then don't buy it and earn all the decks while in game.. Dead Game. Look into Wild West Online if you are wanting a good
western game. It is not on steam unfortunately. Worth taking a look on their forums they released a new version of the game
since players complained and unlike this developer who took the money and ran when people wrote negative reviews they
instead tore down the old system and built a new one to support what the players wanted.. Addictive Game. Reminds of Puyo-
Puyo. Only 2 minor issues bug me at the moment. Local Co-op is great. However, having a AI as enemy or online multiplayer
would be really cool, too. Secondly, I find the green and yellow blocks difficult to discern, whic is sometimes a bit frustrating if
when you accidently misplace a block.. It is the worst tool that I have ever used. You can't even control all settings via this app
you rather need to stay at the website to use some other features .... I have problems with loging me in and this tool can't handle
anything of that !. Jumped out of enemy ship screaming Piru Paratkoon, catching another enemy ship.
Everytime getting killed with a cannonbal when im captain (y).

11/10. This is a well polished gem that scratches my "I just want to casually game for 30 mins" itch. The writing is smart and the
progression feels fine tuned. Definitely worth the 17 bucks.. Bought it, but... How can I look at this booklet? There is no such
content in the game. Not in main menu, not in options. WHERE IS IT???
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Fun game to play with friends. The enhanced edition add several maps and more importantly, enhanced the gameplay by
allowing us to throw our lance and to smash other knights, along with tree with a mallet !
Moreover the game now have bots, so even if yoy haven't 3 friends available to play with you , you will be able to play in a full
round of 4.
I really recommend the game but if you can't have friend joining you on your couch, there is no online feature so be aware !. I
really liked this game despite graphics and glitches. It is very fun to rob random places and stuff huge TVs into my pocket!
There is also a glitch I found that I would like to point out. In the mansion and/or yacht levels, sometimes my AK-47 turns
invisible. Other than that I would really reccommend this game to anyone no matter what PC they have, thanks to the wide
variety of graphics setting choices in the start menu. I really want to see new levels and probably more game mechanics in the
future, for example having the ability to punch and fight security guards and if other cops found a body they would be more
alerted, something like that. I'm not demanding all this now but in the future this game should hopefully develop.. its a nice
game... A small enjoyable game for short gaming sessions. I have never won in combat so i avoid it now, and it makes no
difference to the overall playability.. This version of Painkiller takes a complete different spin; rather than have several small
lineair levels, it instead has 6 huge explorable levels. While this brings a new element of exploration to the game, it can also lead
to confusion as to where to go next as it can be difficult to know in which direction to go at times.. nice car smoke
. a good game for the office. This game does VR right.
Runs on both SteamVR and native Oculus, for the latter also provides depth buffer so things like ASW 2.0 works.
Has both teleport and smooth movement, snap/smooth rotating and option to enable/disable comfort mask.
It's also possible to supersample with provided options if you have a powerfull system.

fyi, it's no Brass Tactics where you control the units after placing them. It's more like Clash Royale/Minion Masters.

Creature menu can be put on a hand for easy access but units can also be selected using thumb stick.

It has quite some single player content and you can also play skirmish.
For multiplayer, whenever I played I saw arena's with people in it. Not much, but there were constant people playing.
Hope the game picks up a healthy playerbase, for me the single player content is already worth the money!. Brilliant little game.
I love the music and love how tough it is. As a veteran player of Trackmania, I still fnd this a challenge!

Maybe one day I'll get all the achievements..... Please remove the play button and add cusomize your zombie. I would appreciete
that <3
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